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IDENTITY AND DIFFERENCE

INTRODUCTION
by JOAN STAMBAUGH

The problem of identity has been a basic philosophical issue
since Parmenides. Parmenides stated it in the form: "thought and
being are the same," with a radicality and a simplicity perhaps
never again possible for later thinkers. Heidegger has pondered
over Parmenides' statement for years, returning to it again and
again in his writings. Thus it came as no surprise to this translator
when Heidegger stated that he considered Identity and Difference
to be the most important thing he has published since Being and

Time.
That is quite a statement. For between Being and Time and

Identity and Difference lies a veritable wealth of publications
throwing light upon the problem of Being and wrestling with the
historical oblivion of that problem. The oblivion of Being is not
something omitted in the history of philosophy, something left out.
Metaphysics has asked the question of Being, but only to bring
Being into a relationship with beings as their ground.
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Identity and Difference shares with Being and Time the fundamental problem of the relation of man and Being. But whereas in

Being and Time Heidegger began with an analysis of the meaning
of man (Dasein) , proceeding from there toward an understanding
of Being, Identity and Difference asks about that very "relation"
itself as the relation of man and Being. It does not inquire into the
"components" of the relation, but into the relation as a relation.
This manner of thinking about the problem of identity sets Heidegger apart from the traditional metaphysical consideration of that
problem. It brings him closer to the pre-metaphysical thinker
Parmenides' dimension of identity. As Heidegger points out, Parmen ides thinks Being from the point of view of identity as a
characteristic of this identity. But later, Metaphysics comes to represent identity as a characteristic of Being. Thus the originality
native to identity as thought by Parmenides became subservient to
the metaphysical understanding of Being.
In the history of Western philosophy, identity was at first
thought as unity, as the unity of a thing with itself. The two thinkers who were most explicitly concerned with unity or identity as a
central problem were perhaps Plotinus and Leibniz. Plotinus begins
his sixth Ennead, 9 with the statement: "It is in virtue of unity that
beings are beings." Plotinus' ultimate reality, the One, is beyond
even Being, a statement that puts Plotinus on the borderline of
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Western thought. Leibniz develops the concept of unity in his
Monadology as simplicity, individuality and, above all, uniqueness
which he establishes with the help of the principle of the identity of
indiscernibles. (If two things have absolutely nothing which distinguishes them from each other, they are identical, they are the
same thing.)
One thinker who was concerned with the problem of identity as
such was Nicholas of Cusa. The dimension in which he thought the
problem of identity was not that of the unity of beings, but the
relation of God to the world, of the infinite to the finite. His first
formulation of the problem was the coincidentia oppositorum, the
coincidence of opposites. But even more interesting is his later
formulation: The non-other is none other than the non-other.
Cusanus can define anything with reference to its self-identity and
its negation of otherness. But the "non-other" itself by its definition admits of no difference, no otherness whatsoever. Its very
nature is to be non-other. Thus Cusanus succeeds in formulating
God as the Non-other, as nothing other than himself and as nothing
other than the world.
As Heidegger remarks, it took philosophy two thousand years to
formulate the problem of identity in its fully developed form as
mediation and synthesis. With Leibniz and Kant preparing the way,
the German Idealists Fichte, Hegel, and Schelling place identity in
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the center of their thought on the foundation of transcendental
reflection. These thinkers are concerned not with the simple unity
of a thing with itself, but with the mediated syntheses of subject
and object, of subjectivity and objectivity as such. If one put
Parmenides' statement "Thought and Being are the same" in the
context of German Idealism, one would get a statement something
like: Being is thought, i.e., all "Being" is ultimately thought, the
absolute Idea (Hegel), and is destined to become thought. Whatever Being there might be outside thought is simply not yet thought,
not yet mediated in the absolute synthesizing activity of the Idea.
The simplest statement of this can be found in the Preface to
Hegers Philosophy of Law: "The real is the rational and the rational is the real." The principle of identity A = A becomes reformulated by Fichte as I = I, and by Schelling's Philosophy of Identity
as the identity, more precisely as the indifference of subject and
object. It is perhaps Schelling who in his own way, and still basically although not totally within the framework of Idealism, comes
closest to Heidegger's dimension of the problem of identity when
he states in Of Human Freedom that there must be a being before
all basis (ground) and before all existence, before any duality at
all. Since this being precedes all antitheses, it cannot constitute
their identity; it can only be the absolute in-difference of both.
Indifference is not a product of antitheses, nor are antitheses im-
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plicitly contained in it. It is far rather a unique being apart from
all antitheses. It is the groundless. With his idea of the groundless,
Schelling is closer to the dimension of Heidegger's thinking than to
German Idealism. Yet he still calls this groundless "a being."
How does Heidegger treat the problem of identity and in what
dimension does this problem now lie if no longer within the framework of metaphysics as the problem of the unity of a thing with
itself or as the transcendentally mediated unity of absolute reflection? Heidegger conceives the problem of identity in such a fundamental way that what is "identical," Being and man, can only be
thought from the nature of identity itself. He begins his exposition
by questioning the principle of identity as a principle of thinking.
He concludes that the principle of identity presupposes the meaning of identity itself. A principle of thought must also be a principle of Being (this "also" is, of course, misleading), the principle:
to every being as such there belongs identity, the unity with itself.
This is a fundamental characteristic of the Being of beings.
Heidegger then questions Parmenides' statement that thought
and Being are the same, interpreting that statement to mean: Being
belongs-together with thought-into the Same. A = A has become
A is (transitively) A, and the "is" now takes on the meaning of
belonging together. Heidegger understands the "is" in identity as
the relation of belonging together, and it is this new meaning of
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identity which concerns him in this lecture. What is new about this
understanding of identity as a relation is that the relation first
determines the manner of being of what is to be related and the
how of this relation. It is perhaps difficult for us to think of a
relation as being more original than what is related, but this is
what Heidegger requires of us. This relation is then no relation in
the ordinary sense of that term. We do not know and we cannot
predict what is related. Man does not have the static essence of the
animal rationale or the subject thinking its object. One of Heidegger's most basic insights is that we do not know what man is, even
if he could.be understood as a "what" at all. To say that an understanding of Being is "subjective" because man is involved in that
understanding is simply thoughtless. Man is, in the language of

Being and Time, Being-there (Da-Sein), man is the "there" of
Being. This has nothing to do with subjectivity and nothing to do
with the concept of human existence of "existentialism."
Identity is belonging-together. If the element of together in belonging-together is emphasized, we have the metaphysical concept
of identity which orders the manifold into a unity mediated by
synthesis. This unity forms a systematic totality of the world with
God or Being as the ground, as the first cause and as the highest
being. But if the element of belonging in belonging together is
emphasized, we have thinking and Being held apart and at the
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same time held together (not fitted together) in the Same. To come
doser to an understanding of the belonging together of man and
Being, we must leave metaphysical thinking which thinks Being exclusively as the cause of beings and thinks beings primarily as what
is caused. But we cannot leave metaphysics by a series of reasoned
conclusions. We must simply leap out of it. Thus the principle
(Satz) of identity becomes a leap (Satz) out of metaphysics.

This brings Heidegger to the form of belonging together of man
and Being in our present age of technology. A short comment
might he inserted here about Heidegger's emphasis on thinking as
that which man is. One might ask: isn't man more than thought,
doesn't he also have emotions, needs as to how he lives, practical
problems, etc.? Isn't Heidegger's understanding of man too rationalistic, too idealistic in its emphasis on thought? To this question it
must be answered: all of these aspects of man are included in what
Heidegger calls thinking. Thinking is not the "upper story" of the
split-level being that is the rational animal. Thinking in the form of
the Logos has, for instance, brought about the whole world of
technology and the atomic age which is concrete enough. Technology isn't just something man has acquired as an accessory.
Right now it is what he is.
"Technology"' is nothing technical. It is not even a "product"
of man. The manner in which man and Being concern each other
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III

the world of technology Heidegger calls· the framework. The

framework is far more real than all atomic energy and all rna·
chines. But it is nothing necessarily ultimate. It could be a prelude
to what Heidegger calls the event of appropriation. 1 The event of
appropriation is the realm in which man and Being reach each
other in their very core. They lose the determinations placed upon
them by metaphysics.
Metaphysics thinks identity as a fundamental trait of Being. For
Heidegger, Being and thought belong to an identity whose acting
nature stems from the letting belong together which is called the
event of appropriation. It took thinking two thousand years to
arrive at an understanding of identity as transcendentally mediated
identity. We cannot expect to grasp instantly the meaning of the
1 Framework or Frame (Ge-Stell) and event of appropriation (Er·eignis)
are perhaps the two key words in this lecture. They are extremely difficult to
translate. "Ge·Stell" in the sense in which Heidegger uses it does not belong
to common language. In German, "Berg" means a mountain, "Gebirge"
means a chain or group of mountains. In the same way "Ge·Stell" is the
unity (but not a unity in the sense of a general whole subsuming all par·
ticulars under it) of all the activities in which the verb "stellen" (place, put,
set) figures: vor·stellen (represent, think), stellen (challenge), ent·stellen
(disfigure), nach-stellen {to be after someone, pursue him stealthily), sickerstellen (to make certain of something).
The event of appropriation (Ereignis) is a word belonging to common
language and means "event." But Heidegger's use of it is more (1) "abstract"
in the sense of being infinitely removed from everyday events and yet of being
that which is so close to us that we cannot see it, and (2) "concrete" in its
use of the very roots of that word: er-eignen (eigen=own, thus to come into
one's own, to come to where one belongs) and er-iiugnen (Auge=eye. This
is the real etymological root of er-eignen), thus to catch sight of, to see with
the mind's eye, to see face-to-face.
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lion-metaphysical identity Heidegger shows us here.

The Onto-theo-logical Constitution of Metaphysics is a lecture
given at the end of a Hegel seminar. Whereas Identity and DifJer(~nce

looks ahead, the Onto-theo-logical Constitution of Metaphysics

looks back at the realm of the essential origin of metaphysics.
Metaphysical thinking is determined by the difference between
Being and beings. The way in which metaphysics has thought the
relation of Being and beings has given it the structure of both
ontology and theology, regardless of whether it has made explicit
use of these terms or not. Metaphysics is ontology in that it thinks
Being as the first and most universal ground common to all beings.
Metaphysics is theology in that it thinks Being as the highest ground
above all beings, ultimately as the ground of itself, causa sui, which
is the metaphysical concept of God. Metaphysics is thus in its very
nature onto-theo-Iogic.
Heidegger begins with the question: What is thinking concerned
with?, and compares his own answer to this question with that of
Hegel. For both Hegel and Heidegger, thought is concerned with
Being. But for Hegel Being is absolute thought thinking itself. How
does Being come to manifest itself as absolute thought for Hegel?
Since the beginning of metaphysics, Being has shown itself as
having the character of ground, of Logos. Thus thinking has concentrated on finding Being as the ground, on giving reasons (ratio)
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in answer to the question "why?" In the epochal clearing of Being
reached with Hegel, Being has become the abs~lute concept grasping itself, the "absolute" has become the absolute Idea. This absolute Idea moves forward through history toward the absolute,
total result of history in which all individual distinctions are
at once negated as being merely individual, preserved in their
essential being, and elevated into the higher reality of the whole.
For Heidegger, however, thinking is concerned with Being in
regard to its difference from beings. Heidegger doesn't ask about
Being as the ground of beings; he goes from what is as yet unthought, from the difference between Being and beings as difference
(the ontological difference), to that which is to be thought, the

oblivion of that difference. The difference is nothing that man has
somehow "forgotten." Oblivion belongs intrinsically to difference.
Instead of progressing toward an all-inclusive totality, thinking
for Heidegger attempts to move forward by the step back into the
realm of the essence of truth which has never yet come to light.
This step back allows Being as difference to come before thinking
without being its object. The step back, which is actually a direction and a manner of thinking and not an isolated step of thought,
leads out of metaphysics into the essential origin of metaphysics.
Metaphysics does not heed the ontological difference as difference. It looks at the different elements of that difference. It sees the
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difference between Being and beings, but it is concerned primarily
with Being as the ground of beings and thus never sees the differ.~nce

as difference. Heidegger characterizes this difference as the

d,ifference between Overwhelming and Arrival,2 The difference
grants a "Between" in which the Overwhelming of Being and the
arrival in beings are held toward each other and yet held apart_
This Between is perdurance. 3 In the perdurance of the difference of
Overwhelming and Arrival reigns clearing. In a conversation
about the meaning of clearing, Heidegger stated that clearing is
the (non-metaphysical) presupposition for revealing and securing.
It is the most fundamental presupposition for anything to be or

to happen at all.
Toward the end of this lecture Heidegger raises an extremely
interesting question: might not this difference somehow belong to
the destiny of Being from its very beginning until its completion?
The difficulty in affirming this would lie in determining how the difference always belongs to the destiny of Being. It cannot be thought
2 Overwhelming (ObeTkommnis) is the manner in which Being reaches
beings. It preserves the meaning of sur-prise (over-taking) and thus of incalculability. Arrival (AnkunJt) is, so to speak, the "place" (in beings) in
which Being arrives.
3 (AustTag) , literally carrying out, holding out. In a consultation Heidegger
pointed out the relationship of this word to man as "the stand-in of nothingness" (What is Metaphysics?). He stated that its basic meaning is to bear,
to hold out, but without any connotation of suffering or exertion. The Austrag
is the carrying out of the "relation" of Being and beings, endured with an
intensity that never lets up.
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as a general trait always present in the individual epochs of the
destiny of Being. Nor can it be thought as a law developing in a
dialectical process. The problem here is that the concepts of metaphysics: Being-beings, ground-what is grounded, are no longer
adequate to express the thinking which takes place in the realm
reached by the step back. These concepts name what is different,
they are unable to name the difference itself. Heidegger leaves us
with the question: do our Western languages have an intrinsic
metaphysical structure so that they are forever destined to be ontotheo-Iogical in their nature or do they harbor other possibilities of
thinking?
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PREFACE

The Principle of Identity is the unchanged text of a lecture given
on the occasion of the 500th anniversary of the University of
Freiburg im Breisgau, for the faculty day on June 27, 1957.

The Onto-theo-Iogical Constitution of Metaphysics is the explication that concluded a seminar during the winter semester 195657 on Hegel's Science of Logic. It has in part been revised. The
lecture took place on February 24, 1957 in Todtnauberg.

The Principle of Identity glances ahead and backward, too;
ahead into the realm from which stems the subject matter of the
lecture The Thing (see notes) ; back to the realm where the essence
of metaphysics has its source; the constitution of metaphysics is
defined by difference.
The close relation of identity and difference will be shown in
this publication to be that which gives us thought.
The reader is to discover for himself in what way difference
stems from the essence of identity, by listening to the harmony
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presiding over the event of appropriation and perdurance.
In this realm one cannot prove anything, but one can point out
a great deal.
1'odtnauberg
September 9, 1957
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THE PRINCIPLE OF IDENTITY

The usual formulation of the principle of identity reads: A = A.
The principle of identity is considered the highest principle of
thought. We shall try to think about this principle for a while. For
we should like to find out through this principle what identity is.
When thinking attempts to pursue something that has claimed its
attention, it may happen that on the way it undergoes a change. It
is advisable, therefore, in what follows to pay attention to the path
of thought rather than to its content. To dwell properly upon the
content wo-qld simply block the progress of the lecture.
What does the formula A = A state which is customarily used to
represent the principle of identity? The formula expresses the
equality of A and A. An equation requires at least two elements.
One A is equal to another. Is this what the principle of identity is
supposed to mean? Obviously not. That which is identical, in Latin
"idem," is in Greek TO ooiT6. Translated, TO o\J"r6 means "the
same." If someone constantly repeats himself, for example: "the
plant is a plant," he speaks in a tautology. For something to be the
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same, one is always enough. Two are not needed, as they are in the
case of equality.
The formula A = A speaks of equality. It doesn't define A as the
same. The common formulation of the principle of identity thus
concea~

precisely what the principle is trying to say: A is A, that

is, every A is itself the same.
While we are circumscribing in this fashion what is identical,
we are reminded of an old word by which Plato makes the identical
perceptible, a word that points back to a still older word. In the
dialogue The Sophist, 254d, Plato speaks of

O'TCxO'lsand IdvT')O'lS,

rest and motion. Plato has .the stranger say at this point:
av-rwv

AKaO'Tov Tolv

~ev

5voiv hEPOV to'TtV, av-ro

OVKOUV

5'~avTC;>

Ta\rrOV.
"Each one of them is different from the (other) two, but itself
the same for itself." Plato doesn't just say: AKaO'Tov a\rro Tav-rov,
"each itself the same," but says

AKaO'TOV

~aVTC;>

Tav-rov, "each

itself the same for itself."
The dative

~avT~

means: each. thing itself is returned to

itself, each itself is the same for itself with itself. Our language, like
the Greek, offers the advantage of making clear with one and the
same word what is identical and again clarifying that word in the
unity of all its various forms.
The more fitting formulation of the principle of identity "A = A"
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would accordingly mean not only that every A is itself the same;
but rather that every A is itself the same with itself. Sameness implies the relation of "with," that is, a mediation, a connection, a
synthesis: the unification into a unity. This is why throughout the
history of Western thought identity appears as unity. But that unity
is by no means the stale emptiness of that which, in itself without
relation, persists in monotony. However, to get to the point where
the relationship of the same with itself-which prevails in that
identity which was already implicitly present very early-emerges
as this mediation in a decisive and characteristic way, and where
an abode is found for this radiant emergence, of mediation within
identity, Western thought required more than two thousand years.
For it is only the philosophy of speculative Idealism, prepared by
Leibniz and Kant, that through Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel established an abode for the essence, in itself synthetic, of identity.
This abode cannot be demonstrated here. Just one thing we must
keep in mind: since the era of speculative Idealism, it is no
longer possible for thinking to represent the unity of identity as
mere sameness, and to disregard the mediation that prevails
in unity. Wherever this is done, identity is represented only in
an abstract manner.
Even in the improved formula "A is A," abstract identity alone
appears. Does it get that far? Does the principle of identity really
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say anything about the nature of identity? No, at least not directly.
Rather, the principle already presupposes what identity means and
where it belongs. How do we get any information about this presupposition? The principle of identity itself gives it to us, if we
listen carefully to its key note, if we think about that key note instead of just thoughtlessly mouthing the formula "A is A." For
the proposition really says: "A is A." What do we hear? With
this "is," the principle tells us how every being is, namely: it itself
is the same with itself_ The principle of identity speaks of the Being
of beings. As a law of thought, the principle is valid only insofar
as it is a principle of Being that reads: To every being as such
there belongs identity, the unity with itself.
What the principle of identity, heard in its fundamental key,
states is exactly what the whole of Western European thinking has
in mind-and that is: the unity of identity forms a basic characteristic in the Being of beings. Everywhere, wherever and however we are related to beings of every kind, we find identity making
its claim on us. 1£ this claim were not made, beings could never
appear in their Being. Accordingly, there would then also not be
any science. For if science could not be sure in advance of the
identity of its object in each case, it could not be what it is. By this
assurance, research makes certain that its work is possible. Still, the
leading idea of the identity of the object is never of any palpable
use to the sciences. Thus, what is successful and fruitful about
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scientific knowledge is everywhere based on something useless.
The claim of the identity of the object speaks, whether the sciences
hear it or not, whether they throw to the winds what they have
heard or let themselves be strongly affected by it.
The claim of identity speaks from the Being of beings. However,
where the Being of beings appears, most early and most authentically in Western thought-with Parmenides-there speaks TO

cxV-ro, that which is identical, in a way that is almost too powerful.
One of Parmenides' fragments reads: TO

yap

cxv-ro voeiv

EO"T(V

Te KCXt elVCX1.
"For the same perceiving (thinking) as well as being."
Different things, thinking and Being, are here thought of as the
Same. What does this say? It says something wholly different from
what we know otherwise as the doctrine of metaphysics, which
states that identity belongs to Being. Parmenides says: Being belongs to an identity. What does identity mean here? What does the
word TO cxV-ro, the Same, say in Parmenides' fragment? Parmenides gives us no answer. He places us before an enigma which we
may not sidestep. We must acknowledge the fact that in the earliest
period of thinking, long before thinking had arrived at a principle
of identity, identity itself speaks out in a pronouncement which
rules as follows: thinking and Being belong together in the Same
and by virtue of this Same.
Unintentionally we have here already interpreted TO CXV-ro,
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the Same. We interpret Sameness to mean a belonging together.
The obvious thing to do would be to represent this belonging together in the sense of identity as it was thought and generally understood later on. What could prevent us? None other than the principle itself which we read in Parmenides. For it says something
else-it says that Being, together with thinking, belongs in the
Same. Being is determined by an identity as a characteristic of that
identity. Later on, however, identity as it is thought of in metaphysics is represented as a characteristic of Being. Thus we must
not try to determine the identity that Parmenides speaks of in
terms of this metaphysically represented identity.
The Sameness of thinking and Being that speaks inParmenides'
fragment stems from further back than the kind of identity defined by metaphysics in terms of Being as a characteristic of Being.
The key word in Parmenides' fragment, "TO a\rr6, the Same,
remains obscure. We shall leave it obscure. But we shall at the
same time take a hint from the sentence that begins with this
key word.
But meanwhile we have already fixed the Sameness of thinking
and Being as the belonging together of the two. That was rash, perhaps of necessity. We must repair that rashness. And we can do so,
since we do not consider the belonging together of which we have
spoken as the ultimate or even the only authoritative interpretation
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of the Sameness of thinking and Being.

If we think of belonging together in the customary way, the
meaning of belonging is determined by the word together, that is,
by its unity. In that case, "to belong" means as much as: to be
assigned and placed into the order of a "together," established
in the unity of a manifold, combined into the unity of a system,
mediated by the unifying center of an authoritative synthesis.
Philosophy represents this belonging together as nexus and con·

nexio, the necessary connection of the one with the other.
However, belonging together can also be thought of as belonging
together. This means: the "together" is now determined by the
belonging. Of course, we must still ask here what "belong" means
in that case, and how its peculiar "together" is determined only in
its terms. The answer to these questions is closer to us than we
imagine, but it is not obvious. Enough for now that this reference
makes us note the possibility of no longer representing belonging
in terms of the unity of the together, but rather of experiencing
this together in terms of belonging. However, does not the reference
to this possibility amount to no more than an empty play on words,
an artifice without support in verifiable facts?
That is how things look-until we take a closer look and let the
matter speak for itself.
The idea of belonging together in the sense of a belonging to-
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gether arises in respect of a situation which has already been mentioned. That situation is of course difficult to keep in mind, because
it is so simple. But it comes closer to us just as soon as we pay
heed to the following: In the interpretation of belonging together as

belonging together we, taking Parmenides' hint, already had in
mind thinking as well as Being, and thus what belongs to each other
in the Same.
When we understand thinking to be the distinctive characteristic
of man, we remind ourselves of a belonging together that concerns
man and Being. Immediately we find ourselves grappling with the
questions: What does Being mean? Who, or what, is man? Everybody can see easily that without a sufficient answer to these questions we lack the foundation for determining anything reliable
about the belonging together of man and Being. But as long as we
ask our questions in this way, we are confined within the attempt
to represent the "together" of man and Being as a coordination,
and to establish and explain this coordination either in terms of
man or in terms of Being. In this procedure, the traditional concepts of man and Being constitute the toe-hold for the coordination
of the two.
How would it be if, instead of tenaciously representing merely a
coordination of the two in order to produce their unity, we were
for once to note whether and how a belonging to one another first
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of all is at stake in this "together"? There is even the possibility
lhat we might catch sight of the belonging together of man and
Being, though only from afar, already in the traditional definitions
of their essence. How so?
Man obviously is a being. As such he belongs to the totality of
Being-j ust like the stone, the tree, or the eagle. To "belong" here
still means to be in the order of Being. But man's distinctive feature
lies in this, that he, as the being who thinks, is open to Being, face
to face with Being; thus man remains referred to Being and so
answers to it. Man is essentially this relationship of responding to
Being, and he is only this. This "only" does not mean a limitation,
but rather an excess. A belonging to Being prevails within man,
a belonging which listens to Being because it is appropriated to
Being. And Being? Let us think of Being according to its original
meaning, as presence. Being is present to man neither incidentally
nor only on rare occasions. Being is present and abides only as it
concerns man through the claim it makes on him. For it is man,
open toward Being, who alone lets Being arrive as presence. Such
becoming present needs the openness of a clearing, and by this
need remains appropriated to human being. This does not at all
mean that Being is posited first and only by man. On the contrary,
the following becomes clear:
Man and Being are appropriated to each other. They belong to
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each other. From this belonging to each other, which has not been
thought out more closely, man and Being have first received those
determinations of essence by which man and Being are grasped
metaphysically in philosophy.
We stubbornly misunderstand this prevailing belonging together
of man and Being as long as we represent everything only ip categories and mediations, be it with or without dialectic. Then we
always find only connections that are established either in terms of
Being or in terms of man, and that present the belonging together
of man and Being as an intertwining.
We do not as yet enter the domain of the belonging together. How
can such an entry come about? By our moving away from the attitude of representational thinking. This move is a leap in the sense
of a spring. The spring leaps away, away from the habitual idea
of man as the rational animal who in modern times has become a
subject for his objects. Simultaneously, the spring also leaps away
from Being. But Being, since the beginning of Western thought,
has been interpreted as the ground in which every being as such is
grounded.
Where does the spring go that springs away from the ground?
Into an abyss? Yes, as long as we only represent the spring in the
horizon of metaphysical thinking. No, insofar as we spring and let
go. Where to? To where we already have access: the belonging to
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Being. Being itself, however, belongs to us; for only with us can
Being be present as Being, that is, become present.
Thus a spring is needed in order to experience authentically the
belonging together of man and Being. This spring is the abruptness
of the unbridged entry into that belonging which alone can grant
a toward-each-other of man and Being, and thus the constellation
of the two. The spring is the abrupt entry into the realm from
which man and Being have already reached each other in their
active nature, l since both are mutually appropriated, extended as a
gift, one to the other. Only the entry into the realm of this mutual
appropriation determines and defines the experience of thinking.
What a curious leap, presumably yielding us the insight that-we
do not reside sufficiently as yet where in reality we already are.
Where are we? In what constellation of Being and man?
Today we no longer need complicated directives, as we did some
years ago, to catch sight of the constellation by virtue of which man
and Being concern each other. Or so it seems. It is enough, one
would think, to say the words "atomic age" in order to let us experience how Being becomes present to us today in the world of
technology. But may we simply equate the world of technology with
Being? Obviously not, not even if we imagine this world as the
1 Heidegger's term is "Wesen." It is used in the verbal meaning of rpP.crLS
rather than the more static meaning of nature or essence. (Tr.)
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totality in which atomic energy, the calculating plans of man, and
automation are conjoined. Why does such a directive concerning
the world of technology, even if it were the most circumstantial
description, never let us catch sight of the constellation of Being
and man? Because every analysis of the situation falls in its think·
ing short of the mark, in that the above-mentioned totality of the
world of technology is interpreted in advance in terms of man, as
being of man's making. Technology, conceived in the broadest sense
and in its manifold manifestations, is taken for the plan which
man projects, the plan which finally compels man to decide whether
he will become the servant of his plan or will remain its master.
By this conception of the totality of the technological world, we
reduce everything down to man, and at best come to the point of
calling for an ethics of the technological world. Caught up in this
conception, we confirm our own opinion that technology is of man's
making alone. We fail to hear the claim of Being which speaks in
the essence of technology.
Let us at long last stop conceIvmg technology as something
purely technical, that is, in terms of man and his machines. Let us
listen to the claim placed in our age not only upon man, but also
upon all beings, nature and history, with regard to their Being.
What claim do we have in mind? Our whole human existence
everywhere sees itself challenged-now playfully and now urgently,
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now breathlessly and now ponderously-to devote itself to the planning and calculating of every thing_ What speaks in this challenge?
Does it stem merely from man's spontaneous whim? Or are we here
already concerned with beings themselves, in such a way that they
make a claim on us with respect to their aptness to be planned and
calculated? Is it that Being itself is faoed with the challenge of
letting beings appear within the horizon of what is calculable? Indeed. And not only this. To the same degree that Being is challenged, man, too, is challenged, that is, forced to secure all beings
that are his concern as the substance for his planning and calculating; and to carry this manipulation on past all bounds.
The name for the gathering of this challenge which places man
and Being face to face in such a way that they challenge each other
by turns is "the framework."
That in which and from which man and Being are of concern to
each other in the technological world claims us in the manner of
the framework. In the mutual confrontation of man and Being we
discern the claim that determines the constellation of our age. The
framework concerns us everywhere, immediately. The frame,

if we may still speak in this manner, is more real than all of atomic
energy and the whole world of machinery, more real than the
driving power of organization, communications, and automation.
Because we no longer encounter what is called the frame
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within the purview of representation which lets us think the Being
of beings as presence-the frame no longer concerns us as
something that is present-therefore the frame seems at first
strange. It remains strange above all because it is not an ultimate,
but rather first gives us That which prevails throughout the con·
stellation of Being and man.
The belonging together of man and Being in the manner of
mutual challenge drives home to us with startling force that
and how man is delivered over to the ownership of Being and Being
is appropriate to the essence of man. Within the framework there
prevails a strange ownership and a strange appropriation. We
must experience simply this owning in which man and Being are
delivered over to each other, that is, we must enter into what we call

the event of appropriation. The words event of appropriation,
thought of in terms of the matter indicated, should now speak as a
key term in the service of thinking. As sQch a key term, it can no
more be translated than the Greek A6yos or the Chinese Tao.
The term event of appropriation here no longer means what we
would otherwise call a happening, an occurrence. It now is used as
a singulare tantum. What it indicates happens only in the singular,
no, not in any number, but uniquely. What we experience in
the frame as the constellation of Being and man through the
modern world of technology is a prelude to what is called the event
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of appropriation. This event, however, does not necessarily persist
in its prelude. For in the event of appropriation the possibility
arises that it may overcome the mere dominance of the frame
to turn it into a more original appropriating. Such a transformation
of the frame into the event of appropriation, by virtue of that
event, would bring the appropriate recovery-appropriate, hence
never to be produced by man alone-of the world of technology
from its dominance back to servitude in the realm by which man
reaches more truly into the event of appropriation.
Where are we now? At the entry of our thinking into that simplicity which we call in the strict sense of the term the event of
appropriation. It seems as if we were now in danger of directing
our thinking, all too carelessly, toward something that is remote
and general; while in fact what the term event of appropriation
wishes to indicate really speaks to us directly from the very nearness of that neighborhood in which we already reside. For what
could be closer to us than what brings us nearer to where we belong, to where we are belongers, to the event of appropriation?
The event of· appropriation is that realm, vibrating within itself,
through which man and Being reach each other in their nature,
achieve their active nature by losing those qualities with which
metaphysics has endowed them.
To think of appropriating as the event of appropriation means to
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contribute to this self-vibrating realm. Thinking receives the tools
for this self-suspended structure from language. For language is
the most delicate and thus} the most susceptible vibration holding
everything within the suspended structure of the appropriation. We
dwell in the appropriation inasmuch as our active nature is given
over to language.
We have now reached a point on our path where we must ask the
crude but inevitable question: What does appropriation have to do
with identity? Answer: Nothing. Identity, on the other hand, has
much, perhaps everything, to' do with appropriation. How so? We
can answer this question by retracing our path in a few steps.;
The appropriation appropriates man and Being to their essential
togetherness. In the frame, we glimpse a first, oppressing flash
of the appropriation. The frame constitutes the active nature
of the modern world of technology. In the frame we witness a

belonging together of man and Being in which the letting belong
firlSt determines the manner of the "together" and its unity. We let
Parmenides' fragment "For the Same are thinking as well as Being"
introduce us to the question of a belonging together in which belonging has precedence over "together." The question of the
1 In conversation with the translator, Professor Heidegger here amended
the published text of this essay, substituting the words "und daher" for the
original "aber auch." The German text reprinted below retains the original
published version. (Tr.)
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meaning of this Same is the question of the active nature of identity.
The doctrine of metaphysics represents identity as a fundamental
characteristic of Being. Now it becomes clear that Being belongs
with thinking to an identity whose active essence stems from that
letting belong together which we call the appropriation. The essence of identity is a property of the event of appropriation.
If the attempt to guide our thinking to the abode of the essential
origin of identity is to some extent tenable, what would have become of the title of our lecture? The meaning of the title "The
principle of identity" would have undergone a transformation.
The law appears at first in the form of a fundamental principle
which presupposes identity as a characteristic of Being, that is, of
the ground of beings. This principle in the sense of a statement has
in the meantime become a principle bearing the characteristics of a
spring that departs from Being as the ground of beings, and

th~s

springs into the abyss. But this abyss is neither empty nothingness
nor murky confusion, but rather: the event of appropriation. In'the
event of appropriation vibrates the active nature of what speaks as
language, which at one time was called the house of Being. "Principle of identity" means now: a spring demanded by the essence of
identity because it needs that spring if the belonging together of
man and Being is to attain the essential light of the appropriation.
On its way from the principle as a statement about identity to the
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principle as a spring into the essential origin of identity, thinking
has undergone a transformation. Thus looking toward the present,
beyond the situation of man, thinking sees the constellation of
Being and man in terms of that which joins the two-by virtue of
the event of appropriation.
Assuming we could look forward to the possibility that the
frame-the mutual challenge of man and Being to enter the
calculation of what is calculable-were to address itself to us as
the event of appropriation which first surrenders man and Being
to their own being; then a path would be open for man to experience beings in a more originary way-the totality of the modern
technological world, nature and history, and above all their Being.
As long as reflection on the world of the atomic age, however
earnestly and responsibly, strives for no more than the peaceful use
of atomic energy, and also will not be content with any other goal,
thinking stops halfway. Such halfwayness only secures the technological world all the more in its metaphysical predominance.
But what authority has decided that nature as such must forever
remain the nature of modern physics, and 'that history must forever appear only as subject matter for historians? We cannot, of course, reject today's technological world as devil's work,
nor may we destroy it-assuming it does not destroy itself.
Still less may we cling to the view that the world of technology
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is such that it will absolutely prevent a spring out of it. For this
view is obsessed by the latest news, and regards them as the only
thing that is real. This view is indeed fantastical; but the same is not
true of a thinking ahead, looking toward that which approaches
us as the call of the active nature of identity between man and
Being.
Thinking has needed more than two thousand years really to
understand such a simple relation as that of the mediation within
identity. Do we then have a right to the opinion that the thinking
entry into the essential source of identity could be achieved in a
day? Precisely because this entry requires a spring, it must take
its time, the time of thinking which is different from the time of
calculation that pulls our thinking in all directions. Today, the
computer calculates thousands of relationships in one second.
Despite their technical uses, they are inessential.
Whatever and however we may try to think, we think within the
sphere of tradition. Tradition prevails when it frees us from think·
ing back to a thinking forward, which is no longer a planning.
Only when we turn thoughtfully toward what has already been
thought, will we be turned to use for what must still be thought.
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THE ONTO-THEO-LOGICAL
CONSTITUTION OF METAPHYSICS

This semmar made an attempt to begin a conversation with
Hegel. A conversation with a thinker can be concerned only with

the matter of thinking. The matter of thinking presses upon thinking in such a way that only thus does it bring thinking to the heart
of the matter and from there to thinking itself.
For Hegel, the matter of thinking is: Thinking as such. In order
not to misinterpret this definition of the matter-thinking as such
-in psychological or epistemological terms, we must add by way
of explanation: thinking as such-in the developed fullness in
which what has been thought, has been and now is thought. What
this means here we can understand only from Kant's viewpoint,
from the essence of the transcendental which Hegel, however, thinks
absolutely, and that for him means speculatively. This is Hegel's
aim when he says of the thinking of thinking as such that it is developed "purely in the element of thinking." (Encyclopedia, Introduction, 14.) To give it a short title, which yet is very difficult to
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think through rigorously, this means: the matter of thinking is for
Hegel "the idea" (der Gedanke). "The idea," developed' to its
highest essential freedom, becomes "the absolute Idea" (Idee).
Near the end of the Science of Logic (Lasson edition, Vol. 11,484),
Hegel says of the absolute Idea: "Only the absolute Idea is Being,
imperishable Life, self-knowing Truth, and it is all Truth." Thus
Hegel himself explicitly gives to the matter of his thinking that
name which is inscribed over the whole matter of Western thinking, the name: Being.
(In our seminar, the manifold yet unified use of the word
"Being" was discussed. For Hegel, Being means first, but never

exclusively, "indeterminate immediacy." Being is seen here from
the viewpoint of determining mediation, that is, from the viewpoint
of the absolute concept, and thus with reference to the absolute
concept. "The truth of Being is essence," that is, absolute reflection.
The truth of essence is the concept in the sense of in-finite selfknowledge. Being is the absolute self-thinking of thinking. Absolute thinking alone is the truth of Being, "is" Being. Truth here
means always that the knowable as such is known with a knowledge
absolutely certain of itself.)
At the same time, Hegel rigorously thinks about the matter of
his thinking in the context of a conversation with the previous
history of thinking. Hegel is the first thinker who can and must
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think in this way. Hegel's relatio.n to. the histo.ry o.f philo.So.phy is
the speculative, and o.nly as such a histo.rical, relatio.n. The character o.f the mo.vement o.f histo.ry is an o.ccurrence in the sense o.f the
dialectical pro.cess. Hegel writes: "The same develo.pment o.f thinking which is Po.rtrayed in the histo.ry o.f philo.So.phy is Po.rtrayed
in philo.So.phy itself, but freed fro.m that element o.f histo.rical
externality, purely in the element of thinking." (Encyclopedia,

14.)
We sto.P, baffled. Acco.rding to. Hegel's o.wn wo.rds, philo.So.phy
itself and the histo.ry o.f philo.So.phy are supPo.sed to. be related to.
each o.ther externally. But the externality o.f which Hegel thinks is
by no. means external in the crude sense o.f being so.mething merely
superficial and indifferent. Externality here means that o.utside
dimensio.n in which all histo.ry and every real co.urse o.f events have
their place in co.mpariso.n to. the mo.vement o.f the abso.lute Idea.
The externality o.f histo.ry as explained here, in relatio.n to. the Idea,
emerges as the result o.f the Idea's self-externalizatio.n. Externality
is itself a dialectical determinatio.n. We thus fall far sho.rt o.f Hegel's
real tho.ught if we state that Hegel has bro.ught histo.rical representatio.n and systematic thinking into. a unity in philo.So.phy. Fo.r
Hegel is co.ncerned neither with histo.riography, no.r with the
system in the sense o.f a do.ctrinal structure.
What is the purpo.se o.f these remarks abo.ut philo.So.phy and its
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relation to history? They mean to suggest that, for Hegel, the matter of thinking is in itself historical-but historical in the sense of
occurrence. The process.character of thinking is determined by the
dialectic of Being. For Hegel, the matter of thinking is: Being, as
thinking thinking itself; and thinking comes to itself only in the
process of its speculative development, thus running through stages
of the variously developed, and hence of necessity previously undeveloped, forms.
Only from the matter of thinking thus experienced does a peculiar principle arise for Hegel-the criterion for the manner in
which he speaks with those thinkers that preceded him.
Therefore, when we attempt a thinking conversation with Hegel,
we must speak with him not just about the same matter, but about
the same matter in the same way. But the same is not the merely
identical. In the merely identical, the difference disappears. In the
same the difference appears, and appears all the more pressingly,
the more resolutely thinking is concerned with the same matter in
the same way. Hegel thinks of the Being of beings speculative-historically. But inasmuch as Hegel's thinking belongs to a period of
history (this does not mean at all that it belongs to the past), we
are attempting to think of Being, as Hegel thought of it, in the
same manner, that is, to think of it historically.
Thinking can stay with its matter only if it becomes ever more
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rigorous in its constancy, only if the same matter becomes for it
ever more sharply contested. In this way the matter requires thinking to stay with it in its own manner of being, to remain steadfast
toward that manner of being, answering to it by sustaining the matter to its completion. If its matter is Being, the thinking which
stays with its matter must involve itself in the perdu ranee of
Being. Accordingly, in a conversation with Hegel we are expected to clarify in advance the sameness of the same matter for
the sake of that conversation. According to what has been said, we
are required in our conversation with the history of philosophy to
elucidate the otherness of the historical at the same time as we
elucidate the otherness of the matter of thinking. Such a clarification must of necessity turn out to be short and sketchy.
In order to clarify the diversity that prevails betweeen Hegel's
thinking and our own attempt at thinking, we shall note three
things.
We shall ask,

1. What is the matter of thinking for Hegel, and what is it
for us?
2. What is the criterion for the conversation with the history of thinking for Hegel, and what is it for us?
3. What is the character of this conversation for Hegel, and
what is it for us?
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To the first question:
F or Hegel, the matter of thinking is: Being with respect to
beings having been thought in absolute thinking, and as absolute
thinking. For us, the matter of thinking is the Same, and thus is
Being-but Being with respect to its difference from beings. Put
more precisely: for Hegel, the matter of thinking is the idea as the
absolute concept. For us, formulated in a preliminary fashion, the
matter of thinking is the difference as difference.

To the second question:
For Hegel, the criterion for the conversation with the history of
philosophy is: to enter into the force and sphere of what has been
thought by earlier thinkers. It is not by chance that Hegel advances
his principle in the context of a conversation with Spinoza and before a conversation with Kant. (Science of Logic, book III, Lasson
edition, vol. II, p_ 216 fl.) In Spinoza, Hegel finds the fully developed "standpoint of substance" which cannot, however, be the
highest standpoint because Being is not yet thought equally fundamentally and resolutely as thinking thinking itself. Being, as substance and substantiality, has not yet developed into the subject
in its absolute subjectivity. Still, Spinoza appeals always afresh to
the whole thinking of German Idealism, and at the same time
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provokes its contradiction, because he lets thinking begin with the
absolute. Kant's path, in contrast, is different~ and is even more
decisive than Spinoza's system for the thinking of absolute idealism and for philosophy generally. Hegel sees in Kant's idea of the
original synthesis of apperception "one of the most profound principles for speculative development." (Ibid.) For Hegel, the force
of each thinker lies in what each has thought, in that their thought
can be incorporated into absolute thinking as one of its stages.
Absolute thinking is absolute only by moving within its dialecticalspeculative process, and thus requiring stages.
For us, the criterion for the conversation with historical tradition is the same, insofar as it is a question of entering into the
force of earlier thinking. We, however, do not seek that force in
what has already been thought: we seek it in something that has
not been thought, and from which what has been thought receives
its essential space. But only what has already been thought prepares what has not yet been thought, which enters ever anew into
its abundance. The criterion of what has not been thought does not
lead to the inclusion of previous thought into a still higher development and systematization that surpass it. Rather, the criterion demands that traditional thinking be set free into its essential past
which is still preserved. This essential past prevails throughout the
tradition in an originary way, is always in being in advance of it,
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and yet is never expressly thought in its own right and as the
Originary.
1'0 the third question:

For Hegel, the conversation with the earlier history of philosophy
has the character of Aufhebung, l that is, of the mediating concept
in the sense of an absolute foundation.
For us, the character of the conversation with the history of
thinking is no longer Aufhebung (elevation), but the step back.
Elevation leads to the heightening and gathering area of truth
posited as absolute, truth in the sense of the completely developed
certainty of self-knowing knowledge.
The step back points to the realm which until now has been
skipped over, and from which the essence of truth becomes first of
all worthy of thought.
After this brief characterization of the difference between Hegel's
thinking and ours with respect to the matter, and with respect to
the criterion and character, of a conversation with the history of
thinking, let us now try to proceed with the conversation begun
with Hegel and clarify it a little more. This means: we venture an
1 Aufhebung. This terminus technicus of Hegel's philosophy has the
triple meaning of negating something in its mere individuality as a partial
reality (negare). of preserving it in its essential being (conservare), and
of elevating it into the higher sphere of the whole of reality (eLevare). (Tr.)
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attempt with the step back. The term "step back" suggests various
misinterpretations. "Step back" does not mean an isolated step of
thought, but rather means the manner in which thinking moves,
and a long path. Since the step back determines the character of our
conversation with the history of Western thinking, our thinking in
a way leads us away from what has been thought so far in phi.
losophy. Thinking recedes before its matter, Being, and thus brings
what is thought into a confrontation in which we behold the whole
of this history-behold it with respect to what constitutes the
source of this entire thinking, because it alone establishes and pre·
pares for this thinking the area of its abode. In contrast to Hegel,
this is not a traditional problem, already posed, but what has al·
ways remained unasked throughout this history of thinking. We
speak of it, tentatively and unavoidably, in the language of tradition. We speak of the difference between Being and beings. The
step back goes from what is unthought, from the difference as such,
into what gives us thought. 2 That is the oblivion of the difference.
The oblivion here to be thought is the veiling of the difference as
such, thought in terms of l\ilS11 (concealment); this veiling has
in turn withdrawn itself from the beginning. The oblivion belongs
to the difference because the difference belongs to the oblivion.
2

Das zu-Denkende is that which gives thinking to us and it is that which

is to be thought. (Tr.)
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The oblivion does not happen to the difference only afterward, in
consequence of the forgetfulness of human thinking.
The difference between beings and Being is the area within
which metaphysics, Western thinking in its entire nature, can be
what it is. The step back thus moves out of metaphysics into the
pssential nature of metaphysics. The remark about Hegel's use
of the ambiguous key word "Being" shows that discourse about
Being and beings can never be pinned down to one epoch in the
history of the clearing of "Being." Nor does discourse about
"Being" ever understand this name in the sense of a genus, an
empty generality under which the historically represented doctrines of beings are subsumed as individual cases. "Being" ever and
always speaks as destiny, and thus permeated by tradition.
But the step back out of metaphysics into its essential nature requires a duration and an endurance whose dimensions we do not
know. Only one thing is clear: the step back calls for a preparation
which must be ventured here and now; but it must be ventured in
the face of beings as such and as a whole, as they are now and are
visibly beginning to show themselves ever more unequivocally.
What now is, is marked by the dominance of the active nature of
modern technology. This dominance is already presenting itself
in all areas of life, by various identifiable traits such as functionalization, systematic improvement, automation, bureaucratization,
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communications. Just as we call the idea of living things biology,
just so the presentation and full articulation of all beings, dominated as they now are everywhere by the nature of the technical,
may be called technology. The expression may serve as a term for
the metaphysics of the atomic age. Viewed from the present and
drawn from our insight into the present, the step back out of
metaphysics into the essential nature of metaphysics is the step
out of technology and technological description and interpretation of the age, into the essence of modern technology which is
still to he thought.
This remark ought to prevent the other obvious misinterpretation of the term "step back": the view that the s'tep back consists
in a historical return to the earliest thinkers of Western philosophy.
The "whither" to which the step back directs us, develops and
shows itself only in the execution of the step.

In order to gain perspective in the seminar on the whole of
Hegelian metaphysics, we chose as a temporary expedient an interpretation of the section which opens the first book of the Science

of Logic, "The doctrine of Being." The section title alone gives us
in each of its words enough to think about. It reads: "With

what must the beginning of science be made?" Hegel's answer to
this question consists in the demonstration that the beginning is
"of a speculative nature." This means: the beginning is neither
something immediate nor something mediated. We tried to express
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this nature of the beginning in a speculative sentence: "The beginIling is the result." In accordance with the dialectical plurality of
meanings of the "is," this means several things. It means for one
thing: the beginning-taking resultare in its literal meaning1-is
t he

rebound of thinking thinking itself out of the completion of

t he

dialectical movement. The completion of this movement, the

absolute Idea, is the totality developed within itself, the fullness of
Being. The rebound from this fullness results in the emptiness of
Being. In science (the absolute, self-knowing knowledge) the
beginning must be made with this emptiness. The beginning and
the end of the movement, and before them the movement itself,
always remains Being. It has its being as the movement, revolving
within itself, from fullness into the most extreme self-externalizalion and again from there into self-completing fullness. The matter
of thinking thus is for Hegel thinking thinking itself as Being revolving within itself. In an inversion which is not only legitimate
but necessary, the speculative sentence concerning the beginning
qms: "The result is the beginning." The beginning must really be
made with the result, since the beginning results from that result.
This\saysthe same as the remark which Hegel adds in an aside
and in parentheses, near the end of the section about the beginning:
" (and God would have the uncontested right to have the beginning

I

resultare-to leap back, to rebound.
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made with him)" (Lasson edition, vol. I, 63). According to the
question that is the title of the section, we are now dealing with
the "beginning of science." If science must begin with God, then it
is the science of God: theology. This name is taken here in its later
meaning of theo-Iogy as statements of representational thinking
about God . .geoAoyos, .geoAoyia mean at this point the my thopoetic utterance about the gods, with no reference to any creed
or ec clesiastical doctrine.
Why is "science"-which SInce Fichte is the name for metaphysics-why is science theology? Answer: because science is the
systematic development of knowledge, the Being of beings knows
itself as this knowledge, and thus it is in truth. The schoolmen's
name which during the transition from the medieval to the modern
period emerges for the science of Being, that is, for the science of
beings as such in general, is ontosophy or ontology. Western metaphysics, however, since its beginning with the Greeks has eminently
been both ontology and theology, still without being tied to these
rubrics. For this reason my inaugural lecture What is Metaphysics?
( 1929) defines metaphysics as the question about beings as such
and as a whole. The wholeness of this whole is the unity of all
beings that unifies as the generative ground. To those who can
read, this means: metaphysics is onto-theo-Iogy. Someone who has
experienced theology in his own roots, both the theology of the
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Christian faith and that of philosophy, would today rather remain
:-litent about God when he is speaking in the realm of thinking.
For the onto-theological character of metaphysics has become
questionable for thinking, not because of any kind of atheism, but
f rom the experience of a thinking which has discerned in onto-

theo-Iogy the still unthought unity of the essential nature of metaphysics. This nature of metaphysics, however, still remains what is
most worthy of thought for thinking, as long as thinking does not
break off the conversation with its tradition, permeated by destiny,
in an arbitrary manner thus unrelated to destiny.
In the fifth (1949) edition of What is Metaphysics?, a new introduction explicitly refers to the onto-theological nature of metaphysics. But it would be rash to assert that metaphysics is theology
because it is ontology. One would say first: Metaphysics is theology,
a statement about God, because the deity enters into philosophy.
Thus the question about the onto-theological character of metaphysics is sharpened to the question: How does the deity enter into
philosophy, not just modern philosophy, but philosophy as such?
This question can be answered only after it has first been sufficiently developed as a question.
We can properly think through the question, How does the deity
enter into philosophy?, only when that to which the deity is to
come has become sufficiently clear: that is, philosophy itself. As
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long as we search through the history of philosophy merely historically, we shall find everywhere that the deity has entered into
it. But assuming that philosophy, as thinking, is the free and
spontaneous self-involvement with beings as such, then the deity
can come into philosophy only insofar as philosophy, of its own
accord and by its own nature, requires and determines that and
how the deity enters into it. The question, How does the deity
enter into philosophy?, leads back to the question, What is the
origin of the onto-theological essential constitution of metaphysics? To accept this kind of question means to accomplish the
step back.
In this step, we turn our thought to the essential origin of the
onto-theological structure of all metaphysics. We ask: How does
the deity, and therewith accordingly theology, and with theology
the onto-theological character, enter into metaphysics? We raise
this question in the context of a conversation with the whole of the
history of philosophy. But we are questioning at the same time
with a particular regard to Hegel. Here we are prompted to give
thought first to a curious fact.
Hegel thinks of Being in its most empty emptiness, that is, in its
most general aspect. At the same time, he thinks of Being in its
fully completed fullness. Still, he does not call speculative philosophy, that is, philosophy proper, onto-theo-Iogy but rather "Science
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(If Logic." By giving it this name, Hegel brings to light something
decisive. It would be easy, of course, to explain the designation of
lIIetaphysics as "logic" by pointing out that for Hegel the matter
of thinking is "the idea," understanding that word as a singulare
lautum.

The idea, thinking, is obviously and by ancient custom the

theme of logic. Certainly. But it is just as incontestable that Hegel,
faithful to tradition, sees the matter of thinking in beings as such
and as a whole, in the movement of Being from its emptiness to its
developed fullness.
But how can "Being" ever come to present itself as "thought"?
How else than by the fact that Being is previously marked as
ground, while thinking-since it belongs together with Beinggathers itself toward Being as its ground, in the manner of giving
ground and accounting for the ground. 3 Being manifests itself as
thought. This means: the Being of beings reveals itself as the
ground that gives itself ground and accounts for itself. The ground,
the ratio by their essential origin are the 1\6yos, in the sense of
the gathering of beings and letting them be. They are the

naVTO. Thus

-Ev

"science," that is, metaphysics, is in truth "logic"

3 There are three closely related terms in the German text: "begrunden"
(to account for), "ergrunden" (to give the ground), and "grunden" (to
ground). In a consultation Heidegger clarified the relation of these terms
as follows: "Begrunden" has to do with beings and is ontic. "Ergrunden"
belongs to Being and is ontological. "Grunden" is the relationship of
"begrunden" and "ergrunden" and encompasses both. (Tr.)
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for Hegel not because the theme of science is thinking, but because

Being remains the matter of thinking; while Being, ever since the
early days when it became unconcealed in the character of A6yoS,
the ground that grounds, claims thinking-the accounting of the
ground-for itself.
Metaphysics thinks of beings as such, that is, in general. Metaphysics thinks of beings as such, as a whole. Metaphysics thinks
of the Being of beings both in the ground-giving unity of what is
most general, what is indifferently valid everywhere, and also in
the unity of the all that accounts for the ground, that is, of the
All-Highest. The Being of beings is thus thought of in advance as
the grounding ground. Therefore all metaphysics is at bottom, and
from the ground up, what grounds, what gives account of the
ground, what is called to account by the ground, and finally what
calls the ground to account.
Why do we mention this? So that we may experience the shopworn terms ontology, theology, onto-theology in their true gravity.
At first and commonly, the terms ontology and theology do, of
course, look like other familiar terms: psychology, biology, cosmology, archeology. The last syllable, -logy, means broadly and
usually that we are dealing with the science of the soul, of living
things, of the cosmos, of ancient things. But -logy hides more than
just the logical in the sense of what is consistent and generally in
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I he

nature of a statement, what structures, moves, secures, and

wmmunicates all scientific knowledge. In each case, the -Logia is
I he

totality of a nexus of grounds accounted for, within which

Ilexus the objects of the sciences are represented in respect of their
p;round, that is, are conceived. Ontology, however, and theology
lire "Logies" inasmuch as they provide the ground of beings as
such and account for them within the whole. They account for

I~eing as the ground of beings. They account to the A6yos, and
are in an essential sense in accord with the A6yos-, that is they
are the logic of the

A6yos. Thus they are more precisely called

onto-logic and theo-Iogic. More rigorously and clearly thought
out, metaphysics is: onto-theo-Iogic.
We now understand the name "logic" in the essential sense which
includes also the title used by Hegel, and only thus explains it:
as the name for that kind of thinking which everywhere provides
and accounts for the ground of beings as such within the whole in
terms of Being as the ground (A6yoS) .

The fundamental charac-

ter of metaphysics is onto-theo-Iogic. We should now be in a position to explain how the deity enters into philosophy.
To what extent is an explanation successful? To the extent that
we take heed of the following: the matter of thinking is beings as
such, that is, Being. Being shows itself in the nature of the ground.
Accordingly, the matter of thinking, Being as the ground, is
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thought out fully only when the ground is represented as the first
ground, lfpOOT1l &PXTt. The original matter of thinking presents
itself as the first cause, the causa prima that corresponds to the
reason-giving path back to the ultima ratio, the final accounting.
The Being of beings is represented fundamentally, in the sense of
the ground, only as causa sui. This is the metaphysical concept of
God. Metaphysics must think in the direction of the deity because
the matter of thinking is Being; but Being is in being as ground in
diverse ways: as

1\6yor;, as

\nroKelJ.\evov, as substance, as

subject.
This explanation, though it supposedly touches upon something
that is correct, is quite inadequate for the interpretatiori of the
essential nature of metaphysics, because metaphysics is not only
theo-Iogic but also onto-logic. Metaphysics, first of all, is neither
only the one nor the other also. Rather, metaphysics is theo-Iogic
because it is onto-logic. It is onto-logic because it is theo-Iogic. The
onto-theological essential constitution of metaphysics cannot be explained in terms of either theologic or ontologie, even if an
explanation could ever do justice here to what remains to be
thought out.
For it still remains unthought by what unity ontologie and theologic belong together, what the origin of this unity is, and what
the difference of the differentiated which this unity unifies. All of
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Ihis still remains unthought. The problem here is obviously not a
IIlIion of two independent disciplines of metaphysics, but the unity
of what is in question, and in thought, in ontologie and theologic:
heings as such in the universal and primal at one with beings as
such in the highest and ultimate. The unity of this One is of such
/I

kind that the ultimate in its own way accounts for the primal, and

Ihe primal in its own way accounts for the ultimate. The difference
hetween the two ways of accounting belongs to the still· unthought
difference we mentioned.
The essential constitution of metaphysics is based on the unity
of beings as such in the universal and that which is highest.
Our task here is to deal with the question about the onto-theo·
logical nature of metaphysics first of all simply as a question. Only
the matter itself can direct us to the point with which the question
about the onto· theological constitution of metaphysics deals. It can
do so in this way, that we attempt to think of the matter of thinking in a more rigorous manner. The matter of thinking has been
handed down to Western thinking under the name "Being." If we
Ihink of this matter just a bit more rigorously, if we take more
heed of what is in contest in the matter, we see that Being means
always and everywhere: the Being of beings. The genitive in this
phrase is to be taken as a genitivus objectivus. Beings means always
and everywhere the beings of Being; here the genitive is to be taken
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as a genitivus subjectivus. It is, however, with certain reservations
that we speak of a genitive in respect to object and subject, because
these terms, subject and object, in their turn stem from a particular
character of Being. Only this much is clear, that when we deal
with the Being of beings and with the beings of Being, we deal in
each case with a difference.
Thus we think of Being rigorously only when we think of it in
its difference with beings, and of beings in their difference with
Being. The difference thus comes specifically into view. If we try
to form a representational idea of it, we will at once be misled into
conceiving of difference as a relation which our representing has
added to Being and to beings. Thus the difference is reduced to a
distinction, something made up by our understanding (Verstand).
But if we assume that the difference is a contribution made by
our representational thinking, the question arises: a contribution to
what? One answers: to beings. Good. But what does that mean:
"beings"? What else could it mean than: something that is? Thus
we give to the supposed contribution, the representational idea of
difference, a place within Being. But "Being" itself says: Being
which is beings. Whenever we come to the place to which we were
supposedly first bringing difference along as an alleged contribu·
tion, we always find that Being and beings in their difference are
already there. It is as in Grimm's fairy tale The Hedgehog and
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II/I~ Hare:

"I'm here already." Now it would be possible to deal

wilh this strange state of affairs-that Being and beings are always

rOllnd to be already there by virtue of and within the differenceill a crude manner and explain it as follows: our representational

IIIi nking just happens to be so structured and constituted that it will
"Iways, so to speak over its own head and out of its own head, in!'I1~lt

the difference ahead of time between beings and Being. Much

might be said, and much more might be asked, about this seemingly
I'onvincing but also rashly given explanation-and first of all, we
might ask: where does the "between" come from, into which the
II i fIerence is, so to speak, to be inserted?
We shall discard all views and explanations, and instead note
Ihe following: this thing that is called difference, we encounter it
,·verywhere and always in the matter of thinking, in beings as such
encounter it so unquestioningly that we do not even notice this
'~ncounter

itself. Nor does anything compel us to notice it. Our

Ihinking is free either to pass over the difference without a thought
or to think of it specifically as such. But this freedom does not
"pply in every case. Unexpectedly it may happen that thinking
Ii ncls itself called upon to ask: what does it say, this Being that is
mentioned so often? If Being here shows itself concurrently as the
Being of ... , thus in the genitive of the difference, then the preI'eding question is more properly: what do you make of the dif-
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ference if Being as well as beings appear by virtue of the difference,
each in its own way? To do justice to this question, we must first
assume a proper position face to face with the difference. Such a
confrontation becomes manifest to us once we accomplish the step
back. Only as this step gains for us greater distance does what is
near give itself as such, does nearness achieve its first radiance. By
the step back, we set the matter of thinking, Being as difference,
free to enter a position face to face, which may well remain wholly
without an object.
While we are facing the difference, though by the step back we
are already releasing it into that which gives thought, we can say:
the Being of beings means Being which is beings. The "is" here
speaks transitively, in transition. Being here becomes present in
the manner of a transition to beings. But Being does not leave its
own place and go over to beings, as though beings were first without Being and could be approached by Being subsequently. Being
transits (that), comes unconcealingly over (that) which arrives
as something of itself unconcealed only by that coming-over."
Arrival means: to keep concealed in unconcealedness-to abide
present in this keeping-to be a being.
Being shows itself as the unconcealing overwhelming. Beings as

4

Oberkommnis, coming-over, overwhelming (Tr.)
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:-!uch appear in the manner of the arrival that keeps itself concealed
in unconcealedness.
Being in the sense of unconcealing overwhelming, and beings as
:-!uch in the sense of arrival that keeps itself concealed, are present,
lind thus differentiated, by virtue of the Same, the differentiation.
That differentiation alone grants and holds apart the "between," in
which the overwhelming and the arrival are held toward one another, are borne away from and toward each other. The difference
of Being and beings, as the differentiation of overwhelming and
arrival, is the perdurance (Austrag) of the two in unconcealing

keeping in concealment. Within this perdurance there prevails a
dearing of what veils and closes itself off-and this its prevalence
bestows the being apart, and the being toward each other, of overwhelming and arrival.
In our attempt to think of the difference as such, we do not make
it disappear; rather, we follow it to its essential origin. On our way
there we think of the perdurance of overwhelming and arrival.
This is the matter of thinking, thought closer to rigorous thinking
-closer by the distance of one step back: Being thought in terms
of the difference.
We here need to insert a remark, however, concerning what we
said about the matter of thinking-a remark that again and again
calls for our attention. When we say "Being," we use the word in
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its widest and least definite general meaning. But even when we
speak merely of a general meaning, we have thought of Being in
an inappropriate way. We represent Being in a way in which It,
Being, never gives itself. The manner in which the matter of think·
ing-Being-comports itself, remains a unique state of affairs. Initially, our customary ways of thinking are never able to clarify it
more than inadequately. This we shall try to show by an example,
bearing in mind from the start that nowhere in beings is there an
example for the active nature of Being, because the nature of Being
is itself the unprecedented exemplar.
Hegel at one point mentions the following case to characterize
the generality of what is general: Someone wants to buy fruit in a
store. He asks for fruit. He is offered apples and pears, he is offered
peaches, cherries, grapes. But he rejects all that is offered. He
absolutely wants to have fruit. What was offered to him in every
instance is fruit and yet, it turns out, fruit cannot be bought.

It is still infinitely more impossible to represent "Being" as the
general characteristic of particular beings. There is Being only in
this or that particular historic character:<1>vcns, A6yos, -Ev, 'ISecx,
Evepyetcx, Substantiality, Objectivity, Subjectivity, the Will, the Will
to Power, the Will to Will. But these historic forms cannot be
found in rows, like apples, pears, peaches, lined up on the counter
of historical representational thinking.
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And yet, did we not hear of Being in the historical order and
~.~quence

of the dialectical process that is in Hegel's thought? Cer-

Illinly. But here, too, Being gives itself only in the light that cleared
ilsclf for Hegel's thinking. That is to say: the manner in which it,
Ilcing, gives itself, is itself determined by the way in which it clears
itself. This way, however, is a historic, always epochal character
which has being for us as such only when we release it into its own
lIative past. We attain to the nearness of the historic only in that
sudden moment of a recall in thinking. The same also holds true
for the experience of the given character of that difference of Being
lind beings to which corresponds a given interpretation of beings
liS

such. What has been said holds true above all also for our

IIttempt in the step back out of the oblivion of the difference as
such, to think this difference as the perdurance of unconcealing
overcoming and of self-keeping arrival. If we listen more closely, we
shall realize, of course, that in this discussion about perdurance
we have already allowed the essential past to speak inasmuch as
we are thinking of unconcealing and keeping concealed, of transition (transcendence), and of arrival (presence). In fact, it may
be that this discussion, which assigns the difference of Being .and
beings to perdurance as the approach to their essence, even brings
to light something all-pervading which pervades Being's destiny
from its beginning to its completion. Yet it remains difficult to
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say how this all-pervasiveness is to be thought, if it is neither something universal, valid in all cases, nor a law guaranteeing the
necessity of a process in the sense of the dialectical.
The only thing that now matters for our task is an insight into
a possibility of thinking of the difference as a perdurance so as
to clarify to what extent the onto-theological constitution of metaphysics has its essential origin in the perdurance that begins the
history of metaphysics, governs all of its epochs, and yet remains
everywhere concealed as perdurance, and thus forgotten in an
oblivion which even escapes itself.
In order to facilitate that insight, let us think of Being, and in
Being of the difference, and in the difference of perdurance in
terms of that character of Being through which Being has cleared
itself as A6yos,

as the ground. Being shows itself in the un-

concealing overwhelming as that which allows whatever arrives
to lie before us, as the grounding in the manifold ways in which
beings are brought about before us. Beings as such, the arrival
that keeps itself concealed in unconcealedness, is what is grounded;
so grounded and so generated, it in turn grounds in its own way,
that is, it effects, it causes. The perdurance of that which grounds
and that which is grounded, as such, not only holds the two apart,
it holds them facing each other. What is held apart is held in the
tension of perdurance in such a way that not only does Being
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~round

beings as their ground, but beings in their turn ground,

cause Being in their way. Beings can do so only insofar as they
"are" the fullness of Being: they are what is most of all.
Here our reflections reach an exciting juncture. Being becomes
present as A6yos in the sense of ground, of allowing to let lie
before us. The same A6yos, as the gathering of what unifies,
is the -Ev. This -Ev , however, is twofold. For one thing, it is
the unifying One in the sense of what is everywhere primal and
thus most universal; and at the same time it is the unifying One in
the sense of the All-Highest (Zeus). The A6yos grounds and
gathers everything into the universal, and accounts for and gathers
everything in terms of the unique. It may be noted in passing that
the same

A6yoS

also

contains

within

itself the essential

origin of the character of all language, and thus determines the
way of utterance as a logical way in the broader sense.
Inasmuch as Being becomes present as the Being of beings, as the
difference, as perduration, the separateness and mutual relatedness of grounding and of accounting for endures, Being grounds
beings, and beings, as what is most of all, account for Being. One
comes over the other, one arrives in the other. Overwhelming
and arrival appear in each other in reciprocal reflection. Speaking
in terms of the difference, this means: perdurance is a circling,
the circling of Being and beings around each other. Grounding
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itself appears within the clearing of perdu ranee as something that

is, thus itself as a being that requires the corresponding accounting for through a being, that is, causation, and indeed causation
by the highest cause.
One of the classic examples in the history of metaphysics of this
situation is found in a generally neglected text of Leibniz, which
we shall call for short "The 24 Theses of Metaphysics" (Gerh. Phil.
VII, 289 ff.; cf. M. Heidegger, Der Satz vom Grund, 1957, 51 ff.).
Metaphysics responds to Being as A6yoS, and is accordingly
in its basic characteristics everywhere logic, but a logic that thinks
of the Being of beings, and thus the logic which is determined by
what differs in the difference: onto-theo-Iogic.
Since metaphysics thinks of beings as such as a whole, it rep·
resents beings in respect of what differs in the difference, and
without heeding the difference as difference.
What differs shows itself as the Being of beings in general, and
as the Being of beings in the Highest.
Because Being appears as ground, beings are what is grounded;
the highest being, however, is what accounts in the sense of giving
the first cause. When metaphysics thinks of beings with respect to
the ground that is common to all beings as such, then it is logic as
onto-logic. When metaphysics thinks of beings as such as a whole,
that is, with respect to the highest being which accounts for every·
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I hing,

then it is logic as theo-Iogic.

Because the thinking of metaphysics remains involved in the difference which as such is unthought, metaphysics is both ontology
and theology in a unified way, by virtue of the unifying unity of
IJerdurance.

The onto-theological constitution of metaphysics stems from the
prevalence of that difference which keeps Being as the ground, and
beings as what is grounded and what gives account, apart from
and related to each other; and by this keeping, perdurance is
achieved.
That which bears such a name directs our thinking to the realm
which the key words of metaphysics-Being and beings, the ground
and what is grounded-are no longer adequate to utter. For what
these words name, what the manner of thinking that is guided by
them represents, originates as that which differs by virtue of the
difference. The origin of the difference can no longer be thought
of within the scope of metaphysics.
The insight into the onto-theological constitution of metaphysics
shows a possible way to answer the question, "How does the deity
enter into philosophy?," in terms of the essence of metaphysics.
The deity enters into philosophy through the perdurance of
which we think at first as the approach to the active nature of the
difference between Being and beings. The difference constitutes the
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ground plan in the structure of the essence of metaphysics. The
perdurance results in and gives Being as the generative ground.
This ground itself needs to be properly accounted for by that for
which it accounts, that is, by the causation through the supremely
original matter-and that is the cause as causa sui. This is the
right name for the god of philosophy. Man can neither pray nor
sacrifice to this god. Before the causa sui, man can neither fall to
his knees in awe nor can he play music and dance before this god.
The god.less thinking which must abandon the god of philosophy, god as causa sui, is thus perhaps closer to the divine God.
Here this means only: god-less thinking is more open to Him than
onto.theo-Iogic would like to admit.
This remark may throw a little light on the path to which thinking is on its way, that thinking which accomplishes the step back,
back out of metaphysics into the active essence of metaphysics,
back out of the oblivion of the difference as such into the destiny
of the withdrawing concealment of perdurance.
No one can know whether and when and where and how this step
of thinking will develop into a proper (needed in appropriation)
path and way and road-building. Instead, the rule of metaphysics
may rather entrench itself, in the shape of modern technology with
its developments rushing along boundlessly. Or, everything that
results by way of the step back may merely be exploited and abo
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sorbed by metaphysics in its own way, as the result of representational thinking.
Thus the step back would itself remain unaccomplished, and the
path which it opens and points out would remain untrod.
Such reflections impose themselves easily, but they carry no
weight compared with an entirely different difficulty through which
the step back must pass.
That difficulty lies in language. Our Western languages are
languages of metaphysical thinking, each in its own way. It must
remain an open question whether the nature of Western languages
is in itself marked with the exclusive brand of metaphysics, and
thus marked permanently by onto-theo-Iogic, or whether these
languages offer other possibilities of utterance-and that means
at the same time of a telling silence. The difficulty to which
thoughtful utterance is subject has appeared often enough in the
course of this seminar. The little word "is," which speaks everywhere in our language, and tells of Being even where It does not
appear expressly, contains the whole destiny of Being-from the
~O'Ttv

yap

elvat of Parmenides to the "is" of Hegel's specula-

tive sentence, and to the dissolution of the "is" in the positing of
the Will to Power with Nietzsche.
Our facing this difficulty that stems from language should keep
us from hastily recasting the language of the thinking here at-
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tempted into the coin of a terminology, and from speaking right
away about perdu rance, instead of devoting all our efforts to
thinking through what has been said. For what was said, was said
in a seminar. A seminar, as the word implies, is a place and an
opportunity to sow a seed here and there, a seed of thinking
which some time or other may bloom in its own way and bring
forth fruit.
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NOTES

Concerning the attempt to think the thing, cf. Das Ding, to be
published by Harper & Row. The lecture "The Thing" was first
given in the context of a series of lectures entitled "Insight into
that which is" in Bremen in December, 1949, and in Biihlerhohe,
Spring, 1950.
Concerning the interpretation of Parmenides, d. Moira.
Concerning the essence of modern technology and modern
science, cf. Die Frage nach der Technik.
Concerning the determination of Being as ground, d. Logos and

Der Satz vom Grund.
Concerning the explanation of the difference, cf. What Is Called

Thinking? published by Harper & Row, 1968, and Zur Seinsfrage.
Concerning the interpretation of Hegel's metaphysics, d. my

Hegel's Concept of Experience, in preparation for publication by
Harper & Row.
The Letter on Humanism, which speaks everywhere only by im-
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plication, can become a possible stimulus to an explication of the
matter of thinking only in retrospect from this publication and
those cited here.
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